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THE TECHNOLOGIES



High level technology map











Factory scenarios:
Autonomous

Reconfigurable





SWARM

Factory Concept Storyboard

• Factory floor is populated with
manufacturing ‘Hives’.

• Each Hive is equipped with:

• Electrical, pneumatic and vacuum
mains connection points.

• Manual & automatic process
tools. Lightweight, wireless tools
to be developed

• Reconfigurable fixturing flags,
datums and pick-ups.

• Safety devices e.g. floor scanners.

• Advanced visualisation technology
for dynamic work instruction e.g
Hololens.

• Hard docking points for fixtures
and automation.

• Data harvesting technologies

• Central scheduling system determines
what products are to be manufactured
in each Hive to match demand



SWARM

Factory Concept Storyboard

• ‘SWARM’ of mobile assets are
instructed by central scheduling system,
via Smart Devices to attend specific
‘Hive’ to conduct assembly tasks.

• ‘SWARM’ assets include:

• Human operatives.

• Mobile robotic platforms.

• Mobile fixture frames.

• Kitting carts.

• All assets are tracked as part of a
dynamic safety control system (re: MTC
RoCoCo project) .

• Dynamic safety system allows humans
and automation to work simultaneously
in the same area.

• Central scheduling system delivers real-
time work instruction to the ‘SWARM’
via advanced visualisation technology.

• Dynamic safety zone. Level of
Human/Auto collaboration set by what
process is being done.





Trends & Influence



“The High-Value Manufacturing Catapult is a particular success story. Since 
inception in 2012 it has tripled the impact of government spending –

generating £655m of additional income from industry by working with over 
3,000 businesses every year to bring new technology to market.

Industrial Strategy White Paper

IS GRAND CHALLENGES: 
AI, clean growth, future mobility, ageing population

It has established a strong track record of helping UK manufacturing businesses of all sizes connect better with their customers and supply chains 
and boost their competitiveness by applying new technologies that enable faster and cheaper production of products and components.”



Electrification

Faraday Challenge

Build and secure UK capability for 
battery manufacture

HVMC has helped to convene 
Automotive industry and Auto 
Council

£250 million funding secured 



Digital Manufacturing

HVMC shaping national strategy

Demonstrators

SME support

Transformational 
demonstrators:

Advancing state of the 
art:

Hubs and spokes

e.g. Factory 2050

Digital twin for product 
acceleration, Connected 

supply chain

Robotics, AI, 
Visualisation, 

Connectivity,  AM



Composites Manufacturing

HVMC shaping strategy
Supporting Composites 
Leadership Forum

Affordable composites supply 
chain for automotive- Large Scale 
Project

NCMC

UK strength in design and 
simulation

Wings, high end automotive



DIGITAL , WHERE TO START?



Made Smarter Review 2017

Becoming a global leader in

Industrial Digitalisation by 2030
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Huge UK growth 
potential 
The potential size of the prize is huge

• Industrial Digital Technologies (IDTs) offer the
promise of recapturing the UK’s industrial spirit
as a nation of ‘creators and makers’

• £455 billion positive impact for UK
manufacturing of faster innovation and
adoption of IDTs over 10 years

• Net gain of 175,000 jobs across the economy

• More than 25% industrial productivity gain by
2025

• Reduce carbon emissions by 4.5%
Estimated value for industries not directly studied:  Highest growth rate 

(Aerospace, 21%) applied to the 62% of UK manufacturing GVA not studied, 

giving £270bn extra value at stake. Value at stake for UK manufacturing: 

our studied industries total (£185bn) + remaining industries total (£270bn) = 

£455bn 



Creating a digital ecosystem 
Accelerating innovation
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Creating a digital ecosystem 

Strategic Outcomes 



Digital Innovation 
Hubs

• House demonstrators
• Explore and test
• Innovation projects



TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEMONSTRATORS



27technologies

Advanced Assembly Automation Biologics Biotechnology Casting Composites Design Digital Manufacturing Electronics

Flexible Manufacturing Formulation High Temperature 
Processing

Joining Machining Polymers Materials 
Characterisation

Metal Forming
and Forging

Metrology

Modeling and 
Simulation

Netshapeand Additive 
Manufacturing

Powder Technology Power and
Energy Storage

Resource Efficient
and Sustainable 
Manufacturing

Printable Electronics Surface Engineering Toolings and Fixtures VR and Virtualisation



Recent announcements in Sheffield – McLaren 
and Boeing

Images courtesy of University of Sheffield



The 2075 Factory?

— Pace of change faster than ever

— Innovation rather than technology can 
differentiate

— REPETITVE ADVANTAGE




